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2009 Feb 16Trigonometri Parallaxes of Massive Star Forming Regions: VI.Galati Struture, Fundamental Parameters and Non-CirularMotionsM. J. Reid1, K. M. Menten2, X. W. Zheng3, A. Brunthaler2, L. Mosadelli4, Y. Xu2;5 B.Zhang3, M. Sato1;6, M. Honma6, T. Hirota6, K. Hahisuka7, Y. K. Choi2, G. A.Moellenbrok8, & A. Bartkiewiz9ABSTRACTWe are using the NRAO Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) and the JapaneseVERA projet to measure trigonometri parallaxes and proper motions of masersfound in high-mass star-forming regions aross the Milky Way. Early results from18 soures loate several spiral arms. The Perseus spiral arm has a pith angle of16Æ�3Æ, whih favors four rather than two spiral arms for the Galaxy. Combiningdistanes, proper motions, and radial veloities yields omplete 3-dimensionalkinemati information. We �nd that star forming regions on average are orbitingthe Galaxy � 15 km s�1 slower than expeted for irular orbits. By �tting themeasurements to a model of the Galaxy, we estimate the distane to the Galatienter R0 = 8:4� 0:6 kp and a irular rotation speed �0 = 254� 16 km s�1.The ratio �0=R0 an be determined to higher auray than either parameterindividually, and we �nd it to be 30:3�0:9 km s�1 kp�1, in good agreement with1Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysis, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA2Max-Plank-Institut f�ur Radioastronomie, Auf dem H�ugel 69, 53121 Bonn, Germany3Department of Astronomy, Nanjing University Nanjing 210093, China4Aretri Observatory, Firenze, Italy5Purple Mountain Observatory, Chinese Aademy of Sienes, Nanjing 210008, China6VERA Projet, National Astronomial Observatory, Tokyo 181 8588, Japan7Shanghai Astronomial Observatory, 80 Nandan Rd., Shanghai, China8National Radio Astronomy Observatory, Soorro, NM, USA9Torun Centre for Astronomy, Niolaus Copernius University, Gagarina 11, 87-100 Torun, Poland
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{ 2 {the angular rotation rate determined from the proper motion of Sgr A*. The datafavor a rotation urve for the Galaxy that is nearly at or slightly rising withGalatoentri distane. Kinemati distanes are generally too large, sometimesby fators greater than two; they an be brought into better agreement with thetrigonometri parallaxes by inreasing �0=R0 from the IAU reommended valueof 25:9 km s�1 kp�1 to a value near 30 km s�1 kp�1. We o�er a \revised"presription for alulating kinemati distanes and their unertainties, as wellas a new approah for de�ning Galati oordinates. Finally, our estimates of �0and of �0=R0, when oupled with diret estimates of R0, provide evidene thatthe rotation urve of the Milky Way is similar to that of the Andromeda galaxy,suggesting that the dark matter halos of these two dominant Loal Group galaxyare omparably massive.Subjet headings: Galaxy: fundamental parameters, struture, kinematis anddynamis, halo | stars: formation | astrometry1. IntrodutionThe Milky Way is known to possess spiral struture. However, revealing the natureof this struture has proved elusive for deades. The Georgelin & Georgelin (1976) studyof HII regions produed what has been generally onsidered the \standard model" for thespiral struture of the Galaxy. However, after deades of study there is little agreementon this struture. Indeed, we do not really know the number of spiral arms (Simonson1976; Cohen et al. 1980; Bash 1981; Vall�ee 1995; Drimmel 2000; Russeil, D. 2003) orhow tightly wound is their pattern. The primary reason for the diÆulty is the lak ofaurate distane measurements throughout the Galaxy. Photometri distanes are prone toalibration problems, whih beome espeially severe when looking through the opious dustto distant objets in the plane of the Galaxy. Thus, most attempts to map the Galaxy rely onradio frequeny observations and kinemati distanes, whih involve mathing soure Dopplershifts with line-of-sight veloities expeted from a model of Galati rotation. However,beause of distane ambiguities in the �rst and fourth quadrants (where most of the spiralarms are found) and the existene of sizeable non-irular motions, kinemati distanes anbe highly unertain (Burton & Bania 1974; Liszt & Burton 1981; G�omez 2006).We are measuring trigonometri parallaxes and proper motions of soures of maseremission assoiated with high-mass star forming regions (HMSFRs), using the National



{ 3 {Radio Astronomy Observatory's 1 Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) and the JapaneseVERA projet. The great advantage of trigonometri parallaxes and proper motions isthat one determines soure distanes diretly and geometrially, with no assumptions aboutluminosity, extintion, metalliity, rowding, et. Also from the same measurements, onedetermines proper motions, and if the time sampling is optimal there is little if any orrelationbetween the parallax and proper motion estimates. Thus, the magnitude of the propermotion does not a�et the parallax auray. Combining all of the observational data yieldsthe full 3-dimensional loations and veloity vetors of the soures.Results for 12 GHz methanol masers toward 10 HMSFRs, arried out with the VLBA(program BR100), are reported in the �rst �ve papers in this series (Reid et al. 2009;Mosadelli et al. 2009; Xu et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2009; Brunthaler et al. 2009), here-after Papers I through V, respetively. Eight other soures with H2O or SiO masers have beenmeasured with VERA (Honma et al. 2007; Hirota et al. 2007; Choi et al. 2008; Sato et al.2008) and with methanol, H2O or ontinuum emission with the VLBA (Hahisuka et al.2006; Menten et al. 2007; Moellenbrok, Claussen & Goss 2007; Bartkiewiz et al. 2008;Hahisuka et al. 2009). In this paper, we ollet the parallaxes and proper motions fromthese papers in order to study the spiral struture of the Galaxy. Combining distanes,Doppler shifts, and proper motions, allows us not only to loate the HMSFRs that harborthe target maser soures in 3-dimension, but also to determine their full (3-dimensional)spae motions. In x2 we map the loations of the HMSFRs and measure the pith angles ofsome spiral arms. In x3 we use the full 3-dimensional spatial and kinemati information toexamine the non-irular (peuliar) motions of these star forming regions. Next, we �t thedata with a model of the Galaxy and estimate the distane from the Sun to the Galatienter (R0) and the irular orbital speed at the Sun (�0). The nature of the rotation urveand its e�et on estimates of R0 and �0 is also disussed. In x4 we ompare kinematidistanes with those determined by trigonometri parallax and o�er a new presription toimprove suh distane estimates. In x5 we disuss limitations of the urrent de�nition ofGalati oordinates and propose a new system based on dynamial information. Finally,we disuss the broader impliations of our results in x6.1The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is a faility of the National Siene Foundation operatedunder ooperative agreement by Assoiated Universities, In.



{ 4 {2. Galati Spiral StrutureTable 1 summarizes the parallax and proper motions of 18 regions of high-mass starformation measured with VLBI tehniques. The loations of these star forming regions inthe Galaxy are shown in Fig. 1, superposed on an artist's oneption of the Milky Way.Distane errors are indiated with error bars (1�), but for most soures the error bars aresmaller than the dots. 2.1. Spiral ArmsThe HMSFRs with parallaxes loate several spiral arms. The three soures losest tothe Galati enter (G 23.0�0.4, G 23.4�0.2, and G 23.6�0.1) appear to be members ofthe Crux-Sutum arm and possibly the Norma or the 3-kp arm. However, the parallaxunertainties for these distant, low-delination soures are urrently not adequate to learlydistinguish among these arms, espeially in the rowded region where the Galati bar (seeBlitz & Spergel (1991b) and referenes therein) ends and the arms begin (Benjamin et al.2005; Dame & Thaddeus 2008).Three soures (G 35.2�0.7, G 35.2�1.7 & W 51 IRS 2) are in the Carina-Sagittariusarm, whose distane from the Sun is 2.5 kp at ` � 35Æ.Five soures (S 252, W3(OH), IRAS 00420+5530, NGC 281, and NGC 7538) learlytrae a portion of the Perseus arm, whih is loated between distanes of 2.10 kp at ` = 189Æ(S 252) and 2.64 kp at ` = 112Æ (NGC 7538). NGC 281 is slightly o�set from the othersoures in the Perseus arm and is believed to be assoiated with a super-bubble (Sato et al.2008). As suh, it may not aurately trae spiral struture.Two soures, (S 269 & WB 89-437), measured by Honma et al. (2007) with the VERAarray and Hahisuka et al. (2009) with the VLBA, lie beyond the Perseus arm and begin totrae an Outer (Cygnus) arm at a distane from the Sun of 5.3 kp at ` = 196Æ for S 269 to5.9 kp at ` = 135Æ for WB 89-437.The remaining �ve soures (G 232.6+1.0, VY CMa, Orion, Cep A and G59.7+0.1) traethe Loal (Orion) \arm," whih appears to be a spur between the Carina{Sagittarius andPerseus arms. The Sun is in or near this spur, and we an trae it between G 59.7+0.1 nearthe Carina{Sagittarius arm at ` = 60Æ and G 232.6+1.0 near the Perseus arm at ` = 233Æ.



{ 5 {
Table 1. Parallaxes & Proper Motions of High-mass Star Forming RegionsSoure l b Parallax �x �y vLSR Ref.(deg) (deg) (mas) (mas y�1) (mas y�1) (km s�1)G 23.0�0.4... 23.01 �0:41 0:218� 0:017 �1:72� 0:04 �4:12� 0:30 +81� 3 VG 23.4�0.2... 23.44 �0:18 0:170� 0:032 �1:93� 0:10 �4:11� 0:07 +97� 3 VG 23.6�0.1... 23.66 �0:13 0:313� 0:039 �1:32� 0:02 �2:96� 0:03 +83� 3 1G 35.2�0.7... 35.20 �0:74 0:456� 0:045 �0:18� 0:06 �3:63� 0:11 +28� 3 IVG 35.2�1.7... 35.20 �1:74 0:306� 0:045 �0:71� 0:05 �3:61� 0:17 +42� 3 IVW 51 IRS 2.. 49.49 �0:37 0:195� 0:071 �2:49� 0:08 �5:51� 0:11 +56� 3 IIIG 59.7+0.1... 59.78 +0:06 0:463� 0:020 �1:65� 0:03 �5:12� 0:08 +27� 3 IIICep A........... 109.87 +2:11 1:430� 0:080 +0:50� 1:10 �3:70� 0:20 �10� 5 IINGC 7538.... 111.54 +0:78 0:378� 0:017 �2:45� 0:03 �2:44� 0:06 �57� 3 IIIRAS 00420.. 122.02 �7:07 0:470� 0:020 �1:99� 0:07 �1:62� 0:05 �44� 5 2NGC 281...... 123.07 �6:31 0:355� 0:030 �2:63� 0:05 �1:86� 0:08 �31� 5 3W3(OH)....... 133.95 +1:06 0:512� 0:010 �1:20� 0:20 �0:15� 0:20 �45� 3 4WB 89-437... 135.28 +2:80 0:167� 0:006 �1:27� 0:50 +0:82� 0:05 �72� 3 5S 252............ 188.95 +0:89 0:476� 0:006 +0:02� 0:01 �2:02� 0:04 +11� 3 IS 269............ 196.45 �1:68 0:189� 0:016 �0:42� 0:02 �0:12� 0:08 +20� 3 6Orion............ 209.01 �19:38 2:425� 0:035 +3:30� 1:00 +0:10� 1:00 +10� 5 7G 232.6+1.0.. 232.62 +1:00 0:596� 0:035 �2:17� 0:06 +2:09� 0:46 +23� 3 IVY CMa....... 239.35 �5:06 0:876� 0:076 �3:24� 0:16 +2:06� 0:60 +18� 3 8Note. | Referenes are I: Reid et al. (2009); II: Mosadelli et al. (2009); III: Xu et al.(2009); IV: Zhang et al. (2009); V: Brunthaler et al. (2009); 1: Bartkiewiz et al. (2008);2: Moellenbrok, Claussen & Goss (2007); 3: Sato et al. (2008); 4: Xu et al. (2006);Hahisuka et al. (2006); 5: Hahisuka et al. (2009); 6: Honma et al. (2007); 7: Hirota et al.(2007); Menten et al. (2007); 8: Choi et al. (2008). The alulations in this paper use an earlyparallax and proper motion estimate for IRAS 00420+5530 ited above; the values reported morereently by Moellenbrok, Claussen & Goss (2009) are slightly di�erent but would not substan-tively hange the results presented here.



{ 6 {

Fig. 1.| Loations of high-mass star forming regions for whih trigonometri parallaxeshave been measured. Parallaxes from 12 GHz methanol masers are indiated with darkblue dots and those from H2O and SiO masers or ontinuum emission (Orion) are indiatedwith light green dots. Distane error bars are indiated, but most are smaller than the dots.The Galati enter (red asterisk) is at (0,0) and the Sun (red Sun symbol) at (0,8.5). Thebakground is an artist's oneption of Milky Way (R. Hurt: NASA/JPL-Calteh/SSC)viewed from the NGP from whih the Galaxy rotates lokwise. The artist's image has beensaled to plae the HMSFRs in the spiral arms, some of whih are labeled.



{ 7 {
Table 2. Spiral Arm Pith AnglesSpiral Arm Soures Sep. < ` > < Rp > < � > Pith Angle(kp) (Æ) (kp) (Æ) (Æ)Perseus ... S 252 / W3(OH) 1.9 161 10.3 3 19.5�1.3................ S 252 / IRAS 00420 2.3 155 10.2 4 20.2�2.1................ S 252 / NGC 7538 3.0 150 10.2 6 15.5�1.9................ W3(OH) / NGC 7538 1.1 123 9.9 11 8.7�4.7................ Unweighted mean 16.0�3.0Loal........ G 232.6+1.0 / Orion 1.3 221 9.2 �5 35.4�0.7................ G 232.6+1.0 / Cep A 2.1 171 9.2 �2 23.5�1.3................ G 232.6+1.0 / G 59.7+0.1 3.8 146 8.6 2 31.5�0.5................ VY CMa / Cep A 1.7 175 8.9 �1 12.9�1.4................ VY CMa / G 59.7+0.1 3.3 150 8.4 3 27.3�0.4................ Orion / G 59.7+0.1 2.5 134 8.2 6 28.9�0.5................ Cep A / G 59.7+0.1 1.8 85 8.2 9 38.7�1.6................ Unweighted mean 28.3�3.5Note. | Soure pair separation (Sep.) and average Galati longitude (< ` >) arein olumns 3 and 4. The average Galatoentri distanes and longitudes (see Fig. 7),< Rp > and < � >, are in olumns 5 and 6. Loal spiral arm pith angles are estimatedby onstruting a line segment between two soures and a line tangent a Galatoentriirle interseting the midpoint of that segment; the pith angle is the angle between thetwo lines. Only soure pairs with separations greater than 1 kp and less than 4 kp wereused. NGC 281, while near the Perseus arm, is assoiated with a superbubble and was notinluded in the pith angle determinations.



{ 8 {2.2. Pith AnglesSpiral arm pith angles an be estimated when two or more soures an be identi�edas members of a single arm. A simple method of estimating pith angles is to onstrutline segments between soures in the same setion of a spiral arm. Next, onstrut a linetangential to a Galatoentri irle that passes through the midpoint of this segment anddetermine the angle between these two lines. Clearly, this will work only for pairs of souresthat are neither too losely spaed (e.g. < 1 kp), so that measurement unertainty orloal arm irregularities dominate, or separated enough (e.g. > 4 kp) that the (straight) linesegment does not losely follow the spiral. Using this method, we have estimated pith anglesfor the Perseus and Loal arm. These pith angles are tabulated in Table 2. Pith angleunertainties (1�) were determined by Monte Carlo simulations of pith angles from 104trials with soure distanes alulated from a Gaussian distribution of parallaxes onsistentwith the measurements.In Table 2, we also list the unweighted mean pith angle and the standard error ofthe mean for eah arm. We hose not to use a weighted mean, beause the satter amongindividual pith angle estimates exeeded those expeted from the formal unertainties. Thiswould be expeted if HMSFRs do not trae a perfet logarithmi spiral pattern, as seems tobe the ase for the Perseus and Loal arms.The Perseus arm has an average pith angle of 16Æ�3Æ between Galati longitude 112Æand 189Æ. This is in the upper half of pith angle estimates of 5Æ to 21Æ for spiral arms in theGalaxy olleted by Vall�ee (1995). The �ve HMSFRs with parallaxes that trae the Loal\arm" indiate a mean pith angle of 28Æ. However, the Loal arm is probably not a globalspiral arm; instead it appears to be a short segment or spur between the Carina{Sagittariusand Perseus arms.Two soures (S 269 & WB89{437) appear to be part of the Outer arm and formallyyield a pith angle of 2.Æ3 � 4.Æ8. This suggests that the Outer arm might have a smallerpith angle than the Perseus arm. This may be of signi�ane, but with only two souresand given their large separation of 5.8 kp, more parallaxes are needed before reahing any�rm onlusions.For other spiral arms, we have too few parallaxes to reliably determine pith angles. Thesoures that are possible members of the Carina{Sagittarius arm (G 34.2�0.7, G 34.2�1.7& W 51 IRS 2) would formally give a wide range of pith angles. However, beause one ormore soures might be assoiated with the Loal arm, we annot reliably estimate the pithangle of the Carina{Sagittarius arm at this time.



{ 9 {3. Galati DynamisGiven measurements of position, parallax, proper motion and Doppler shift, one hasomplete three-dimensional loation and veloity vetors relative to the Sun. One an thenonstrut a model of the Milky Way and adjust the model parameters to best math thedata. We model the Milky Way as a disk rotating with speed �(R) = �0 + d�dR (R � R0),where R0 is the distane from the Sun to the Galati enter. We started the �tting proessby assuming a at rotation urve (i.e. d�dR = 0). Later, we relaxed this assumption and solvedfor d�dR , followed by an investigation of other forms of the Galati rotation urve. Sine allmeasured motions are relative to the Sun, we need to remove the peuliar (non-irular)motion of the Sun, whih is parameterized by U� toward the Galati enter, V� in thediretion of Galati rotation, and W� towards the north Galati pole (NGP). Table 3summarizes these and other parameters.We adjusted the Galati parameters so as to best math the data to the spatial-kinemati model in a least-squares sense. For eah soure, we treated the measured par-allax (�s), two omponents of proper motion (��,�Æ), and the helioentri veloity (vHelio)as data. The observed soure oordinates are known to extremely high auray and weretreated as independent variables. We adopt the Hipparos determination of the Solar Mo-tion (Dehnen & Binney 1998) as de�nitive and generally did not vary these parameters.However, in one least-squares �t, we solved for these parameters for illustrative purposes inorder to ompare Solar Motion results from Hipparos stars and our HMSFRs.Our hoie of weights for the data in the least-squares �tting proess requires someomment. While the helioentri veloity of any maser spot an be measured with very highauray, it may not exatly reet the motion of the HMSFR. The internal motions of themethanol masers are generally small and ause unertainty of � 3 km s�1 (Mosadelli et al.2002), whereas H2O masers an be assoiated with fast outow and, if not aurately mod-eled, an lead to larger unertainty in the motion of the exiting star. In addition, the Virialmotion of an individual massive star (assoiated with the masers) with respet to the entireHMSFR is likely to be � 7 km s�1 per oordinate (e.g. for a region of mass of � 3� 104 M�and radius of � 1 p). Therefore, we allow for a deviation of the measured motion from theenter of mass of its assoiated HMSFR by adding an unertainty of 7 km s�1 in quadraturewith the internal motion estimates (between 3 and 5 km s�1).Sine the parallax data is ompared to a kinemati model, we onsidered both theparallax measurement unertainty and a modeling unertainty for the kinemati distane,owing to total unertainty in the helioentri veloity of the assoiated HMSFR. These twoomponents were added in quadrature. Similarly, the proper motion weights allowed forboth measurement unertainties and the possible deviation of the measured maser motions



{ 10 {

Table 3. Galaxy Model Parameter De�nitionsParameter De�nitionR0...... Distane of Sun from GC�0...... Rotation Speed of Galaxy at R0d�dR ..... Derivative of � with R: �(R) = �0 + d�dR (R �R0)U�....... Solar motion toward GCV�....... Solar motion in diretion of Galati rotationW�....... Solar motion toward NGPUs...... Average soure peuliar motion toward GCVs...... Average soure peuliar motion in diretion of Galati rotationWs...... Average soure peuliar motion toward NGPNote. | GC is the Galati Center and NGP is the North Galati Pole.The average soure peuliar motions (Us,Vs,Ws) are de�ned at the loation ofthe soure and are rotated with respet to the solar motion (U�,V�,W�) by theGalatoentri longitude, �, of the soure (see Appendix Fig. 7). We solve forthe magnitude of eah omponent, but the orientation of the vetor for eahsoure depends on loation in the Galaxy.



{ 11 {from the enter of mass of the HMSFR. The latter term was set by the unertainty in thehelioentri veloity divided by the distane.3.1. Galati 3-D MotionsWe �rst used all 18 soures listed in Table 1 and solved only for the fundamental Galatiparameters, yielding R0 = 8:2 kp and �0 = 265 km s�1 for a at rotation urve (d�dR = 0)(see Fit 1 in Table 4). The �2 value of 263 for 70 degrees of freedom was quite large. Theresiduals to the �t showed lear systemati deviations, with almost all soures exhibitinglarge residual motions ounter to Galati rotation and some toward the Galati enter.Fig. 2 shows the peuliar motions of the HMSFRs in the Galati plane by transformingto a referene frame that rotates with the Galaxy, alulated with the IAU reommendedvalues of R0 = 8:5 kp and �0 = 220 km s�1 and assuming a at rotation urve. (Thesealulations are doumented in the Appendix.) Sizeable systemati motions are learlyevident. Almost all soures have a signi�ant omponent of peuliar motion ounter toGalati rotation. On average these star forming regions orbit the Galaxy � 15 km s�1slower than the Galaxy spins. This onlusion is not sensitive to the values adopted for R0or �0 and would not hange qualitatively were we to inrease the rotation speed of the Galaxyto �0 = 251 km s�1, a value onsistent with the proper motion of Sgr A* (Reid & Brunthaler2004). Similarly, adopting a more omplex rotation urve, e.g. the Clemens (1985) urvefor R0 = 10 kp and �0 = 250 km s�1 with distanes saled to 85% to give R0 = 8:5 kp,does not hange the qualitative nature of the residuals. HMSFRs appear to orbit the Galaxyslower than for irular orbits. This might be explained by star formation triggered by theenounter of moleular gas with a shok front assoiated with a trailing spiral arm and mayhelp explain the 17 km s�1 dispersion seen in HI data by Brand & Blitz (1993).For the distribution of soures in our sample, the solar motion parameters U� and V� anpartially mimi the average soure peuliar motions. We believe the solar motion parametersdetermined from Hipparos data by Dehnen & Binney (1998) are well determined, and theyhave been independently on�rmed by M�endez et al. (1999), based on the Southern Proper-Motion program data. However, it is instrutive to solve for the Solar Motion parameterswith the maser data. Doing so we �nd an aeptable �t with U� = 9 km s�1, V� = 20 km s�1and W� = 10 km s�1. (The �2 value for this �t was 67.2 for 59 degrees of freedom, whihis somewhat worse than the value of 65.7 found in x3.2, where we adopt the Hipparos solarmotion parameters and solved instead for average soure peuliar motion omponents.)In Fig. 3 we reprodue the Hipparos solar motion data from Fig. 4 of Dehnen & Binney
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Fig. 2.| Peuliar motion vetors of high mass star forming regions (superposed on an artistoneption) projeted on the Galati plane after transforming to a referene frame rotatingwith the Galaxy, using IAU standard values of R0 = 8:5 kp and �0 = 220 km s�1and a atrotation urve. A 10 km s�1 motion sale is in the lower left. The Galaxy is viewed fromthe north Galati pole and rotates lokwise.



{ 13 {(1998). Their data were binned by stellar olors, plotted against stellar dispersion and thesolar motion omponents estimated as minus the average veloity of all stars in eah bin. Wehave also plotted our estimates of the solar motion, plotted at near-zero \stellar dispersion"appropriate for newly formed stars. Also inluded in the bottom panel is the value of W�determined from the proper motion of Sgr A* by Reid & Brunthaler (2004), assuming thatthe supermassive blak hole is stationary at the Galati enter. These values for U� andW� are in good agreement with the Hipparos results.The Hipparos data for V� (the solar motion omponent in the diretion of Galatirotation) learly show the well known \asymmetrial drift," whih when extrapolated tozero dispersion should de�ne the LSR. When we solve for the solar motion with the HMSFRparallax and proper motions, we �nd a value of V� of 20 km s�1. This is far above theasymmetri drift line, indiating that the HMSFRs as a group are orbiting the Galaxyslower than for irular orbits. Note that the youngest stars in the Hipparos data plottedat a dispersion of � 120 (km s�1)2 show a similar, but not as great a departure from theasymmetrial drift line. Evidene that young stars lag the LSR orbit has also been found byZabolotskikh, Rastorguev & Dambis (2002).Finally, we note that we �nd no evidene for a global motion of the LSR (i.e. disagree-ment with the Hipparos Solar Motion) in the diretion of Galati enter or out of the planeof the Galaxy larger than 6 km s�1 (2�). This is ontrary to the onlusions of Kerr (1962)and Blitz & Spergel (1991a), based on an analysis of HI data, that the LSR is moving awayfrom the Galati enter at a speed of > 10 km s�1.3.2. Fundamental Galati ParametersSine, as shown in x3.1, HMSFRs are orbiting the Galaxy slower than for irularorbits, we must allow for suh e�ets when modeling the Galaxy. In order to determine thefundamental parameters R0 and �0, we solved for three additional parameters allowing foran average peuliar motion for all soures with omponents Us toward the Galati enter(as seen by the soure), Vs in the loal diretion of Galati rotation and Ws toward thenorth Galati pole. This solution, listed as Fit 2 in Table 4, yielded omparable values ofR0 = 8:5 kp and �0 = 264 km s�1 and peuliar motion omponents of Us = 4 km s�1,Vs = �16 km s�1 and Ws = 3 km s�1. The residuals showed greatly redued systematideviations, and the �2 value improved signi�antly to 112 for 67 degrees of freedom, omparedto the solution without the average peuliar motions (Fit 1 in Table 4).Two soures from the sample, NGC 7538 and G 23.6�0.1, had post-�t residuals that
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Fig. 3.| Solar motion omponents determined from Hipparos stars (i.e. the reex of theaverage motion of stars) versus stellar veloity dispersion after Dehnen & Binney (1998).Top Panel: V� is the Solar Motion in the diretion of Galati rotation (i.e. toward ` = 90Æ).The \asymmetrial drift" is shown with the dashed line. Middle Panel: U� is the SolarMotion toward the Galati enter. Bottom Panel: W� is toward the north Galati pole.Also plotted at 50 (km s�1)2 dispersion with open red squares are solar motion parametersobtained from the parallax and proper motions of star forming regions, and at zero dispersionwith an open triangle is the W� omponent inferred from the proper motion of Sgr A* byReid & Brunthaler (2004). Note the good agreement of the U� andW� omponents betweenHipparos and this study. The large deviation of the V� omponent from the asymmetrialdrift from this study is not indiative of large V� value, but points to a signi�ant deviationfrom irular orbits for very young stars.



{ 15 {were signi�antly greater (> 3�) than the others. Removing these soures, we arrive at our\basi sample" of 16 HMSFRs. We repeated the �tting and found R0 = 8:40�0:36 kp, �0 =254� 16 km s�1, Us = 2:3� 2:1 km s�1, Vs = �14:7� 1:8 km s�1 and Ws = 3:0� 2:1 km s�1(see Fit 3 in Table 4). The �2 value for this sample was onsiderably improved: 65.7 for59 degrees of freedom. The near-zero average motion out of the plane of the Galaxy is asexpeted for massive star forming regions. The residual motions in the plane of the Galaxyare shown in Fig. 4. Most of the star forming regions have residual veloities onsistent withmeasurement error ombined with expeted Virial motions within HMSFRs of � 7 km s�1per oordinate. The most distant soures at low Delination (and low Galati longitude)have larger residual veloities owing to greater parallax and proper motion measurementunertainty and the saling of proper motions to linear speeds by multiplying by distane.We onsider that this solution provides the best estimates of the parameters for theurrent data set, under the assumption of a at rotation urve. In x3.3 we show that theestimate of R0 is somewhat sensitive to the nature of the rotation urve of the Galaxy,leading to a systemati soure of unertainty for R0 of approximately �0:5 kp. Combiningthe statistial and systemati unertainties in quadrature, we �nd R0 = 8:4� 0:6 kp.The orrelation oeÆient between R0 and �0 was 0.87, while all others were small.This is expeted, sine kinemati model distanes inrease with R0 and inversely with �0.Thus, the ratio �0/R0, whih is the angular rotation rate of the LSR, is determined tomuh better auray than either parameter separately. Holding R0 = 8:50 kp (the IAUreommended value), we �nd �0 = 257:9� 7:7 km s�1 or �0=R0 = 30:3� 0:9 km s�1 kp�1.There is only a slight dependene of �0=R0 on the value adopted for R0. For example, settingR0 = 8:00 kp, we obtain �0=R0 = 30:0� 0:9 km s�1 kp�1. See x6 for a disussion of thesigni�ane of this result.As shown in x3.3, while estimates of �0 hange by �20 km s�1 among the �ts usingdi�erent rotation urves, this variation an be aounted for mostly through the orrelationwith R0, and, therefore, the least-squares �tting proess inorporates this orrelation in theformal unertainty estimate. Thus, we onlude that the formal unertainty of �16 for �0is a reasonable (provided that R0 is within 0.5 kp of 8.4 kp). When R0 is ultimatelymeasured with muh higher auray, �0 would be even better determined from the welldetermined ratio of �0=R0.We also onsidered the possibility that a large positive value for Us (toward the Galatienter), as ould be expeted from spiral density wave theory, might inate the estimate of�0. Holding Us = 17 km s�1(15 km s�1greater than our best �t) did not signi�antly reduethe estimate of �0, but did dramatially inrease the �2 to 200.1. Thus, we exlude suh alarge Us value and that it ould ontribute to signi�ant unertainty in �0.
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Fig. 4.| Peuliar motion vetors of high mass star forming regions (superposed on an artistoneption) after transforming to a referene frame rotating with the Galaxy, using best-�tvalues of R0 = 8:4 kp and �0 = 254 km s�1 and removing an average motion of 15 km s�1ounter to Galati rotation and 2 km s�1 toward the Galati enter. A 10 km s�1 motionsale is in the lower left. The Galaxy is viewed from the north Galati pole and rotateslokwise.
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Table 4. Least-squares Fitting ResultsFit R0 �0 d�dR Us Vs Ws �2 DF �0/R0(kp) (km s�1) (km s�1 kp�1) (km s�1) (km s�1) (km s�1) (km s�1 kp�1)1 8.24�0.55 265�26 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 263.3 70 32.4�1.32 8.50�0.44 264�19 0.0 3.9�2.5 �15.9�2.1 3.1�2.5 111.5 67 31.1�1.13 8.40�0.36 254�16 0.0 2.3�2.1 �14.7�1.8 3.0�2.2 66.7 59 30.3�0.94 9.04�0.44 287�19 2.3�0.9 1.9�2.0 �15.5�1.7 3.0�2.1 59.0 58 31.1�0.95 8.73�0.37 272�15 Clemens-10 1.7�1.9 �12.2�1.7 3.1�1.9 52.9 59 31.0�0.86 7.88�0.30 230�12 Clemens-8.5 2.7�2.2 �12.4�1.9 3.1�2.3 71.2 59 29.6�1.07 8.79�0.33 275�13 Brand-Blitz 1.9�2.0 �18.9�1.8 3.0�2.1 59.0 59 31.0�0.9Note. | Fits 1 & 2 used all 18 soures in Table 1 and have high �2 values, owing to two outliers: NGC 7538and G 23.6�0.1. Fit 3 exludes the two outliers and provides our basi result, under the assumption of a atrotation urve. Fits 4 { 7 explore the e�ets of non-at rotation urves. \DF" is the degrees of freedom for the �t(i.e. number of data equations minus number of parameters). (Us,Vs,Ws) are average peuliar motions ommonto all soures (see Table 7 and Fig. 7), assuming the Hipparos solar motion of Dehnen & Binney (1998) (seedisussion in x3.1). All �0/R0 estimates were obtained by holding R0 = 8:50 kp and solving for �0. \Clemens-10" and \Clemens-8.5" refer to the Clemens (1985) rotation urves for (R0[kp℄,�0[km s�1℄) = (10,250) and(8.5,220), respetively; \Brand-Blitz" refers to the Brand & Blitz (1993) rotation urve. Both the Clemens andBrand-Blitz rotation urves were saled to the �tted values of R0 and �0.



{ 18 {3.3. Rotation CurvesWe have until now assumed that the rotation urve of the Galaxy is at (i.e. �(R) =�0). In order to investigate deviations from a at rotation urve, we used the basi sam-ple of 16 soures and added the parameter d�dR to the model. A least-squares �t yieldedd�dR = 2:3 � 0:9 km s�1 kp�1, with an improved �2 ompared to the at rotation urve�t (see Fit 4 in Table 4), but with an inreased orrelation oeÆient between R0 and �0of 0.90. We found that the esimate of �0 was insensitive to whether R0 was solved for(R0 = 9:0 kp) or held at 8.5 kp (to redue orrelations). We tested how sensitive d�dRwas to the two outer Galaxy soures by dropping S 269 and WB 89-437 from the sam-ple and re-�tting. This yielded d�dR = 1:9 � 1:2 km s�1 kp�1 and indiated that thesesoures do not provide all the leverage for a rising rotation urve. Thus, we �nd a nearlyat rotation urve between radii of about 4 to 13 kp, with some evidene for a slightrise with distane from the Galati enter. This supports similar onlusions reahed in anumber of papers (Fih, Blitz & Stark 1989; Brand & Blitz 1993; Honma & Sofue 1997;Maiel & Lago 2005). For example Fih, Blitz & Stark (1989) �nd that the rotation urveis nearly at for �0 = 220 km s�1 and that it rises gradually for �0 = 250 km s�1.We also tested more omplex rotation urves by replaing the simple linear form just dis-ussed with the rotation urves of Clemens (1985) and Brand & Blitz (1993). Clemens sup-plied two urves: one assuming the old IAU onstants of R0 = 10 kp and �0 = 250 km s�1and the other assuming the new onstant of R0 = 8:5 kp and �0 = 220 km s�1. Thesemodels have slightly di�erent shapes, with the old model generally having rotational speedsthat rise faster with radius than the new model. For either model, we �tted for di�erentvalues of R0 (whih we used to sale model radii) and �0 (whih we used to sale rotationspeeds). The �t using the old model, listed as Fit 5 in Table 4, gave R0 = 8:7 � 0:4 kpand �0 = 272� 15 km s�1, with an improved �2 = 52:9 for 59 degrees of freedom omparedto our solution for a at rotation urve. The improvement is partly from a better math tothe two soures in the Outer arm (S 269 and WB 89-437). Using the new rotation model,gave R0 = 7:9 � 0:3 kp and �0 = 230 � 12 km s�1, with a onsiderably worse �2 = 71:2(see Fit 6 in Table 4). Using the Brand & Blitz (1993) rotation urve, also saled by the�tted values of R0 and �0, we obtain Fit 7 in Table 4, with values of R0 = 8:8� 0:4 kp and�0 = 275� 15 km s�1 and a �2 = 59:0 for 59 degrees of freedom, intermediate between the�2 values for the two Clemens models.Clearly there is some sensitivity of the best �t R0 value to the models, and we adopt asystemati unertainty in R0 of �0:5 kp. Note that, as disussed in x3.2, the ratio �0=R0has muh less modeling sensitivity. With the urrent parallax and proper motion data, weannot onlusively distinguish among the rotation urves presented. However, with the



{ 19 {many more parallaxes and proper motions expeted in the next few years from the VLBAand VERA arrays, we should be able to make onsiderable progress in re�ning the rotationurve of the Milky Way. 4. Kinemati DistanesFig. 5 ompares the loations of the star forming regions determined by trigonometriparallax and by kinemati distanes. The kinemati distanes were omputed for the IAUstandards R0 = 8:5 kp and �0 = 220 km s�1 and the standard de�nition of LSR. For 13of 18 regions (11 of 16 in the basi sample), the kinemati distane exeeds the true souredistane; in 3 ases the disrepany is over a fator of two. The kinemati distanes for(these) star forming regions tend to over-estimate the soure distanes.As shown above, HMSFRs on average orbit the Galaxy � 15 km s�1 slower than theirular rotation speed. Taking this into aount, a presription for a \revised" kinematidistane for a high-mass star forming region ould be as follows:1) add bak the (old) Standard Solar Motion orretions to the LSR veloities, returningthem to the helioentri frame;2) apply \best values" for the solar motion to alulate a revised \LSR" veloity, vrLSR;3) subtrat �15 km s�1 from the veloity omponent in the diretion of Galati rotation;4) alulate a kinemati distane using values for the fundamental parameters of the MilkyWay, e.g. R0 = 8:4 kp and �0 = 254 km s�1, that are onsistent with astrometrimeasurements; and5) when determining the unertainty in the kinemati distane, inlude a systemati on-tribution allowing for the possibility of a 7 km s�1 unertainty in vrLSR.Table 5 gives parallax distanes, standard (old) kinemati distanes, and revised kine-mati distanes and unertainties (using the above presription) for all 18 HMSFRs listed inTable 1. (We provide the FORTRAN soure ode used to alulate revised kinemati dis-tanes in on-line material.) Note that our presription for the unertainty in kinemati dis-tanes performs reasonably well for our basi sample (exluding the two soures G 23.6�0.1and NGC 7538 whih we earlier noted as outliers). The mean di�erene between the par-allax and kinemati distanes is near zero and the di�erenes divided by their unertaintiesaverage to near unity. Now only roughly half (9 of 16) of the soures in the basi sample have
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Fig. 5.| The loations of the star forming regions determined by trigonometri parallax(dark blue irles) and by kinemati distanes (light magenta irles), assuming IAU reom-mended values of R0 = 8:5 kp and �0 = 220 km s�1 and the Standard Solar Motion tode�ne the LSR.



{ 21 {kinemati distanes that exeed the true soure distane. Only in one ase (Orion) is thedisrepany is over a fator of two, and the estimated unertainty aounts for disrepany.While the presription outlined above results in some improvement in kinemati dis-tanes ompared to the standard approah, the improvement is not a great as one might at�rst expet. This ours beause the (standard) de�nition of vLSR uses the Standard SolarMotion. While the Standard Solar Motion di�ers only slightly from the Hipparos solarmotion for omponents toward the Galati enter (U�) and the north Galati pole (W�),there is a large disrepany for the omponent in the diretion of Galati rotation. TheStandard value is V Std� = 15:3 km s�1, whereas the Hipparos value is V H� = 5:25 km s�1.The +10 km s�1 \error" in the Standard V Std� partially ompensates for the 15 km s�1 slowerGalati orbits of HMSFRs shown in x3.1. (Note that a positive hange in the solar motionomponent V� results in a negative hange in a soure peuliar motion omponent Vs). Evenwith the improved presription for kinemati distanes, one annot really hope to disernspiral struture using kinemati distanes.5. Galati CoordinatesThere is exellent agreement between the two independent VLBI measurements of�0=R0: the measurement based on parallaxes and proper motions of HMSFRs (this paper)and on the proper motion of Sgr A* (Reid & Brunthaler 2004). This gives us on�denethat 1) we an well model the Galaxy with parallax and proper motions of HMSFRs and 2)Sgr A* is indeed a supermassive blak hole at the dynamial enter of the Milky Way. These�ndings o�er a possible new de�nition of the Galati plane and Galati oordinates. Cur-rently, the IAU de�nition of the Galati plane is based primarily on the thin distribution ofneutral hydrogen 21 m emission (Blaauw et al. 1960). The Sun was de�ned to be preiselyin the plane (i.e. at b = 0) and the origin of longitude was set by the entroid of the radioemission of the large, omplex soure Sgr A. The Sun is now known to be � 20 p north ofthe plane (see Reed (2006) and referenes therein) and the supermassive blak hole, Sgr A*,is o�set by a few armin from the IAU de�ned enter.One ould rede�ne Galati oordinates based on the proper motion of Sgr A*, whih,after orretion for the well-determined solar motion omponent perpendiular to the Gala-ti plane, gives the orbital plane of the Loal Standard of Rest. The zero of longitude wouldbe best de�ned by the position of Sgr A*. This would plae our supermassive blak holeat the origin of Galati oordinates and would remove the Sun from its speial loationpreisely in the Galati plane. It is worth noting that with suh a new de�nition, Galatioordinates would be time variable as the Sun orbits the Milky Way.
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Table 5. Parallaxes vs. Kinemati DistanesSoure l b vLSR D� DStdk DRevk(deg) (deg) km s�1 (kp) (kp) (kp)G 23.0�0.4... 23.01 �0:41 +81 4.59 4.97 4:72+0:3�0:3G 23.4�0.2... 23.44 �0:18 +97 5.88 5.60 5:30+0:3�0:3G 23.6�0.1... 23.66 �0:13 +83 3.19 5.04 4:77+0:3�0:3G 35.2�0.7... 35.20 �0:74 +28 2.19 1.98 1:98+0:4�0:4G 35.2�1.7... 35.20 �1:74 +42 3.27 2.85 2:78+0:4�0:4W 51 IRS 2.. 49.49 �0:37 +56 5.13 5.52 5:46+1:6�1:6G 59.7+0.1... 59.78 +0:06 +27 2.16 3.07 3:45+0:7�1:2Cep A........... 109.87 +2:11 �10 0.70 1.09 0:58+0:7�0:7NGC 7538.... 111.54 +0:78 �57 2.65 5.61 4:65+0:7�0:6IRAS 00420.. 122.02 �7:07 �44 2.13 3.97 3:10+0:6�0:6NGC 281...... 123.07 �6:31 �31 2.82 2.69 2:01+0:6�0:6W3(OH)....... 133.95 +1:06 �45 1.95 4.28 3:43+0:7�0:7WB 89-437... 135.28 +2:80 �72 5.99 8.68 6:94+1:2�1:0S 252............ 188.95 +0:89 +11 2.10 4.06 3:28+4:1�2:4S 269............ 196.45 �1:68 +20 5.29 3.98 3:28+2:0�1:5Orion............ 209.01 �19:38 +10 0.41 0.99 0:90+0:7�0:6G 232.6+1.0.. 232.62 +1:00 +23 1.68 1.92 1:43+0:6�0:5VY CMa....... 239.35 �5:06 +18 1.14 1.56 1:15+0:6�0:6Note. | D� is the measured parallax onverted to distane; DStdkis the kinemati distane based on standard LSR veloities; DRevk and�(Dk) is the revised kinemati distane and its unertainty, alulatedfor R0 = 8:4 kp, �0 = 254 km s�1 and Us = �15 km s�1, followingthe presription outlined in x4. All kinemati distanes assume a atrotation urve.



{ 23 {6. DisussionVery Long Baseline Interferometry now routinely yields parallax measurements withauraies of � 10 �as, orresponding to 10% unertainty at a distane of 10 kp, and propermotions that are usually aurate to better than a few km s�1 at similar distanes. Targetsoures inlude moleular masers assoiated with star formation and red giant stars, as wellas non-thermal ontinuum emission assoiated with young, low-mass (e.g. T Tau) stars andool dwarf stars. Combining the �rst results of parallaxes for high-mass star forming regionsfrom the VLBA and the Japanese VERA projet has allowed us to begin to investigate thespiral struture and kinematis of the Galaxy.We have aurately loated three of the spiral arms of the Milky Way and diretly mea-sured a pith angle of 16Æ for a portion of the Perseus spiral arm. This pith angle is similar tothose of spiral arms in other galaxies of type Sb to S (Kenniutt 1981). Two armed spiralsan aount for most of the known large H II regions only if the arms wrap twie around theGalaxy; this requires pith angles of� 8Æ. With a pith angles greater than� 12Æ, the Galaxyneeds to have four arms in order to aount for the approximate loations of H II regions(Georgelin & Georgelin 1976; Taylor & Cordes 1993). There has been onsiderable disus-sion in the literature onerning then number of spiral arms in the Galaxy (Simonson 1976;Bash 1981; Vall�ee 1995; Drimmel 2000; Drimmel & Spergel 2001; Benjamin et al. 2005;Nakanishi & Sofue 2006; Steiman-Camerson, Wol�re & Hollenbah 2008), with Spitzer GLIMPSEsurvey results suggesting only two arms an be traed in the redder, older population of stars(Benjamin 2008). Perhaps the VLBI and infrared survey results an be reoniled if theMilky Way exhibits a hybrid struture, onsisting of two dominant spiral arms, populatedby both young and old stars and with pith angles near 16Æ, and two weaker arms traedonly by young stars.Our �nding that HMSFRs on average orbit the Galaxy� 15 km s�1 slower than expetedfor irular orbits has impliations for star formation and spiral density wave theory. Theplot of the apparent solar motion in the diretion of Galati rotation (V�) versus stellardispersion (Fig. 3) an be interpreted as a time sequene, with stellar age inreasing withdispersion. The 15 km s�1 slower orbital speed of HMSFRs displays as a positive departureof the apparent Solar Motion with respet to the asymmetri drift, sine the Sun appearsto orbit faster when measured against suh stars. One explanation for this �nding is thatHMSFRs are born in elliptial Galati orbits, near apoenter, with orbital eentriityof about 0.06. As young stars ontinue to orbit the Galaxy, their orbits beome moreirularized, as evidened by the lesser departure of the youngest Hipparos bin (mostlylate B-type stars) from the asymmetri drift line ompared to the HMSFRs. The gradualtransfer of angular momentum from gas to stars in the Galaxy proposed by Chakrabarti



{ 24 {(2009) may explain this. At a stellar dispersion of � 300 (km s�1)2, whih orresponds toA2- to A5-type stars with olors B � V = 0:1 and harateristi main-sequene lifetimesof � 1 Gy, the stars join the asymmetri drift. As stars ontinue to age, their orbits areprogressively \randomized" and they (again) beome part of a slower orbiting population,whih appears as a larger apparent V�.Parallaxes measurements alone generally annot yield R0 (exept for a parallax ofSgr A*). One needs a model of the Galaxy to ompare with the measured distanes inorder to determine the sale of the Galaxy. Sine galaxies rotate in a fairly smooth fashion,a kinemati model an be diretly ompared with distane and relative motion measure-ments in order to estimate R0 and �0. In this paper, we have demonstrated that parallaxand proper motion measurements to HMSFRs aross large portions of the Galaxy an sep-arate estimates of R0 and �0, although beause of the somewhat restrited overage of theGalaxy urrently available, we urrently have a signi�ant orrelation between these param-eters. Our best estimate of R0 is 8:4�0:36�0:5 kp, where seond unertainty is systematiand omes from our lak of detailed knowledge of the rotation urve of the Galaxy. Thisestimate is onsistent with the \best" R0 of 8:0 � 0:5 kp from a ombination of manymethods reviewed by Reid (1993). Also, reent diret estimates of R0 from radial veloitiesand elliptial paths of stars that orbit Sgr A* have onverged on values of 8:4 � 0:4 kp(Ghez et al. 2008) and 8:33 � 0:35 (Gillessen et al. 2009). (These estimates assume thatSgr A* is nearly motionless at the Galati enter. Relaxing this assumption dereases thethe estimates to about 8.0 kp.) Of ourse, many other less diret estimates of R0 an befound in the literature and span a muh greater range.The harateristi rotation speed of the Galaxy (�0) is a ruial parameter not only forGalati dynamis and kinemati distane determinations, but also for estimating the totalmass in dark matter and the history and fate of the Loal Group of galaxies (Shattow & Loeb2008; Loeb et al. 2005). Estimates of the rotation speed of the Galaxy from the reent liter-ature span a very large range between 184 km s�1 (Olling & Merri�eld 1998) and 272 km s�1(M�endez et al. 1999). Most estimates of �0 are based on analyses of the shear and rotationof large samples of stars in the (extended) solar neighborhood and thus really measure Oort'sA and B parameters. Quoted values of �0 then ome by assuming a value for R0 and usingthe relation �0 = R0(A�B). Our result that �0 = 254� 16 km s�1 was obtained by �ttingfor both R0 and �0 using full 3-dimensional loations and motions of soures well beyondthe extended solar neighborhood and, thus, does not assume a value for R0. However, asdisussed in x3.2, with the present distribution of soures there is onsiderable orrelationbetween R0 and �0 parameters, whih is reeted in the �16 km s�1 formal unertainty for�0.



{ 25 {Our estimate of the ratio �0=R0 of 30:3 � 0:9 km s�1 kp�1 is determined more au-rately than either parameter individually and is nearly independent of the value of R0 overthe range of likely values between about 8.0 and 8.5 kp. This value di�ers onsiderably fromthat determined from the IAU values of �0=R0 = 220 km s�1=8:5 kp = 25:9 km s�1 kp�1and di�ers marginally from the Feast & Whitelok (1997) analysis of Hipparos Cepheidsof 27:19�0:87 km s�1 kp�1. Reent studies, using samples of OB-type stars within 3 kp ofthe Sun (exluding Gould's Belt stars and based on Hipparos data augmented with photo-metrially determined distanes), arrive at A�B between 30 km s�1 kp�1 (Uemura et al.2000) and 32 km s�1 kp�1 (Miyamoto & Zhu 1998; Elias, Alfaro & Cabrera-Ca~no 2006),with unertainties of about �1:5 km s�1.Our value for �0=R0 is in exellent agreement with that determined diretly from theapparent proper motion of Sgr A* (the supermassive blak hole at the Galati enter)of 6:379 � 0:024 mas y�1 (Reid & Brunthaler 2004). One expets a supermassive blakhole to be stationary at the dynamial enter of the Galaxy to better than � 1 km s�1(Chatterjee, Hernquist & Loeb 2002; Dorband, Hemsendorf & Merritt 2003; Reid & Brunthaler2004). Hene, Sgr A*'s apparent motion should be dominated by the e�ets of the Galatiorbit of the Sun. After orreting for the Solar Motion of 5.25 km s�1 in the diretion ofGalati rotation (Dehnen & Binney 1998), Sgr A*'s apparent motion yields a global esti-mate of �0=R0 = 29:45 � 0:15 km s�1 kp�1. Thus, there is exellent agreement betweenthis and our global and diret methods for measuring �0=R0.Coupling the Sgr A* motion result of �0=R0 = 29:45�0:15 km s�1 kp�1 with estimatesof R0 from stellar oribits in the Galati enter (Ghez et al. 2008; Gillessen et al. 2009)of 8:4 � 0:4 kp yields �0 = 247 � 12 km s�1. This result is also a diret and globalmeasurement of �0 and is independent of our result from parallaxes and proper motions ofstar forming regions. Combining the Galati enter and star forming region estimates gives�0 = 250� 10 km s�1. This value for �0 is onsistent with values derived by applying theTully-Fisher relation to the Milky Way and using the infrared luminosity of the Milky Waydetermined by the COBE satellite's DIRBE instrument (Malhotra et al. 1996). It seemslear that �0 is near the upper end of the range of estimates in the literature. We notethat both the Galati enter stellar orbits and star forming region parallax results assumethe Hipparos solar motion of 5:25 km s�1 in the diretion of Galati rotation. Only if theinterpretation of the asymmetrial drift is inorret or if the entire solar neighborhood orbitsthe Galati enter � 30 km s�1 slower than the Galaxy spins ould �0 be equal to the IAUreommended value of 220 km s�1.We have determined the rotation speed of the Milky Way at the radius of the Sun to be� 250 km s�1 and the rotation urve to be nearly at or slightly rising with distane from
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Fig. 6.| Rotation speed versus radius for the Andromeda galaxy and the Milky Way. Thered squares are based on HI observations of Andromeda tabulated by Carignan et al. (2006).The blue �lled irle is our best estimate of �0 = 254� 16 km s�1 at R0 = 8:4 kp for theMilky Way, derived from the parallax and proper motions of high mass star forming regions.The blue dot-dashed line is for a at rotation urve, and the blue dashed line orresponds toa slightly rising rotation urve of 2.3 km s�1 kp�1(see x3.3). These lines are plotted overthe range of Galatoentri radii sampled by the parallax and proper motion results. Notethat these two galaxies have nearly idential rotation speeds over this range.



{ 27 {the Galati enter. These values are nearly idential to those of the Andromeda galaxy(M31) as shown in Fig. 6. The rotation urve of Andromeda, determined from HI emissionby Carignan et al. (2006) based on interferometri observations of Unwin (1983), indiatesa speed of 251 km s�1 at a radius of 8 kp, a slightly rising urve out to about 15 kp, and aslow dropo� to about 225 km s�1 beyond 20 kp. The most straightforward interpretationof the similarities of the rotation urves for the Milky Way and Andromeda is that these twogalaxies are nearly equal in size and mass.Finally, we note that Reid & Brunthaler (2004) plaed a strong upper limit of �0:4�0:9 km s�1 for the omponent of peuliar motion of Sgr A* perpendiular to the plane of theGalaxy. However, the determination of the omponent in the diretion of Galati rotationwas onsiderably less aurate: 18� 7 km s�1, as one must remove the unertain e�ets ofthe solar orbit. Reid & Brunthaler did this by removing 27:19�0:87 km s�1 kp�1, based onHipparos measurements of Oort's onstants (A � B) by Feast & Whitelok (1997), fromthe observed motion of Sgr A* in the Galati plane of 29.45 km s�1 kp�1. This methodassumes that �0=R0 = A� B and that estimates of the shear and vortiity of nearby starsfrom Hipparos data indiate the large-sale di�erential rotation of the Galaxy and are notsubjet to loal irregularities in the solar neighborhood. Sine we now have a diret, globalestimate of �0=R0 = 30:3� 0:9 km s�1 kp�1, we �nd the peuliar motion of Sgr A* in thediretion of Galati rotation to be �7:2� 8:5 km s�1, with little sensitivity to R0 (adoptedto be 8.5 kp here). This adds additional strong evidene that Sgr A* is a supermassiveblak hole, whih is nearly stationary at the dynamial enter of the Galaxy.
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7. AppendixSine we have measured the distane, LSR veloity and proper motion of eah soure,we know its full 3-dimensional loation in the Galaxy and full spae motion. Given a modelof Galati rotation, we an then alulate the non-irular (peuliar) veloity of eah soure.While this alulation is oneptually simple, in pratie, there are some subtleties and signonvention issues that an lead to errors, and so here we present the neessary formulae (andFORTRAN soure ode in on-line material).The required Galati and Solar Motion parameters are given in Table 6, and thoseassoiated with the soure are de�ned in Table 7. A shemati depition of these parametersis given in Fig. 7. We assume that the Sun is in the Galati plane and alulate a soure'speuliar motion (i.e. with respet to a irular Galati orbit) as follows:We onvert vLSR to a helioentri frame, vHelio, by adding bak the omponent of theStandard Solar Motion in the radial diretion that had been removed from the observedDoppler shift to alulate vLSR. Note that one needs to use the (old) Standard Solar Motion,whih de�nes the LSR frame, and not the best values available today. Generally, observa-tories have adopted a value of 20 km s�1 toward �(1900) = 18h; Æ(1900) = +30d for theStandard Solar Motion. Preessing these oordinates to the epoh of observation (� 2006)and onverting to Galati Cartesian oordinates yields the (UStd� ,V Std� ,W Std� ) values listedin Table 6. Then,vHelio = vLSR � (UStd� os `+ V Std� sin `) os b�W Std� sin b :Rotate the equatorial helioentri frame (��,�Æ,vHelio) to a Galati helioentri frame(�l,�b,vHelio). This is a rotation about a radial axis and is de�ned by the IAU in B1950.0oordinates (Blaauw et al. 1960). For oordinates in J2000, Reid & Brunthaler (2004)This preprint was prepared with the AAS LATEX maros v5.2.
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Table 6. Galati and Solar Parameters and Nominal ValuesParameter Value De�nitionR0...... 8.5 kp Distane to the GC (IAU value)�0...... 220 km s�1 Rotation speed of LSR (IAU value)�s...... 220 km s�1 Rotation speed of Galaxy at soureUStd� ...... 10.3 km s�1 Standard Solar Motion toward GCV Std� ...... 15.3 km s�1 Standard Solar Motion toward ` = 90ÆW Std� ...... 7.7 km s�1 Standard Solar Motion toward NGPUH� ...... 10.0 km s�1 Hipparos Solar Motion toward GCV H� ...... 5.2 km s�1 Hipparos Solar Motion toward ` = 90ÆWH� ...... 7.2 km s�1 Hipparos Solar Motion toward NGPNote. | GC: the Galati Center; LSR: Loal Standard of Rest;NGP: North Galati Pole. The Standard Solar Motion must be usedto onvert from vLSR to vHelio, sine (hopefully) all observatories haveused this de�nition. The values given above ome from an assumedSolar Motion of 20 km s�1 toward R.A.(1900)=18h and De.(1900)-30Æ preessed to J2000.0. Hipparos Solar Motion values are fromDehnen & Binney (1998).
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Table 7. Soure Parameter De�nitionsParameter De�nition` .......... Galati longitudeD ........ Distane from Sun (1=�s)Dp ....... Distane from Sun projeted in planeRp ....... Distane from GC projeted in planevLSR .... LSR radial veloityvHelio ... Helioentri radial veloity�� ....... Proper motion toward East�Æ ....... Proper motion toward North� ......... Angle: Sun{GC{soureUs ....... Peuliar motion loally toward GCVs ....... Peuliar motion loally in diretion of Galati rotationWs ...... Peuliar motion toward NGPNote. | GC: the Galati Center; LSR: Loal Standard of Rest;NGP: North Galati Pole.
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Fig. 7.| Shemati depition of soure and Galati parameters.give the right asension and delination of the NGP as �P = 12h51m26:2817s and ÆP =27Æ07042:01300, respetively, and the zero of longitude is the great semiirle originating atthe NGP at the position angle � = 122.Æ932. Galati latitude an be obtained fromsin b = sin Æ os (90Æ � ÆP )� os Æ sin (�� �P � 6h) sin (90Æ � ÆP ) :A useful angle � an be determined (between 0Æand 360Æ) fromsin� = �os Æ sin (�� �P � 6h) os (90Æ � ÆP ) + sin Æ sin (90Æ � ÆP )�= os band os� = os Æ os (�� �P � 6h)= os b ;and then Galati longitude follows from` = �+ (� � 90Æ) :Proper motions in Galati oordinates (�l; �b) an be easily alulated from motionsin equatorial oordinates (��; �Æ) by di�erening (`; b) values for oordinates determined,say, one year apart. This usually requires 64-bit preision in the alulations. Note that �l



{ 35 {will naturally be de�ned positive in the diretion of inreasing Galati longitude, whih isounter to Galati rotation.Convert the proper motions to linear speeds (by multiplying by distane) viav` = D�l os b and vb = D�b ;where �l os b is the atual motion tangent to the sky in the diretion of Galati longitude.We now onvert from spherial to Cartesian Galati oordinates at the loation of theSun. U1 = (vHelio os b� vb sin b) os `� v` sin ` ;V1 = (vHelio os b� vb sin b) sin `+ v` os ` ;W1 = vb os b + vHelio sin b :Next add the full orbital motion of the Sun, using the best values of the solar motionand the irular rotation of the Galaxy at the Sun (UH� ,V H� +�0,WH� ).U2 = U1 + UH� ; V2 = V1 + V H� +�0 ; W2 =W1 +WH� :The Galatoentri distane to the soure projeted onto the Galati plane is given byRp2 = R02 +D2p � 2R0Dp os ` ;where Dp = D os b. The angle � between the Sun and the soure as viewed from the GCan be determined in all ases (i.e. from 0Æ to 360Æ) fromsin� = DpRp sin ` and os � = R0 �Dp os `Rp ;Rotate the vetor (U2; V2;W2) through the angle � in the plane of the Galaxy and removeirular Galati rotation at the soure to yield (Us; Vs;Ws) :Us = U2 os � � V2 sin� ;Vs = V2 os � + U2 sin� ��s ;Ws =W2 :The vetor (Us,Vs,Ws) gives the non-irular (peuliar) motion of the soure in a Carte-sian Galatoentri frame, where Us is radially inward toward the Galati enter (as viewedby the soure), Vs is in the loal diretion of Galati rotation and Ws is toward the northGalati pole.
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